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 1) photograph beams using beam-gas interactions and 

      unique precision of LHCb Vertex Locator.

      Beam-gas method was used for the first time!

    

 2) van deer Meer scan as a cross check:

     beam profiles are measured by separating them in

     transverse plane.

Introduction

)   Gaussian shape beams: overlap integral

N
1 , 2

measured by LHC,  f = 11 kHz * N collisions

overlap integral



  

December  2009 run

Beam1 Beam2

HCAL
>250 MeV

# scintillator
pads > 2

# hits in Vertex 
Locator (VELO) 

backward plane >7

Loose min.
bias trigger &&or=

Broad beams at 450 GeV 
) VELO halves not fully closed, at §15mm

VELO: 21 stations of Si wafer pairs with 
r and Á strip readout. One upstream 

station in the trigger



  

VELO resolution

beam-beam

beam-gas

Randomly split N track vertex into two N/2 vertexes. 

Resolution 
N / 2

= mismatch /2

Parametrized as double Gaussian, linearly 

depending on z and approximately as 1/N on N:

 x , y
1,2 N , z =

sx , y
1,2

mx , y zbx , y 
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N2

90% in narrow
Gaussian

fit prob.
0.13



  

5x5 bunches in LHC, 2 colliding at LHCb,
3  in other exp. (last run: 17=8+9)–

 2 beam-beam crossings

 3 beam-empty

 3 empty-beam

Note logarithmic scale. Beam2-gas low 
statistics due to detector asymmetry. 

Before van der Meer beam 
alignment, mismatch visible

LHCb

  at IP '1%.
 Beam-gas contamination

CMS

LHCb

ATLAS

ALICE

Beamgas photos



  

Beam sizes  measured  in beamgas 
One beam-beam crossing outside 

luminous region at Z=0

Y

Beam 1 Beam 2

Fit with VELO resolution added
in quadrature for every bin

in Z and #tracks

Green  overall VELO resolution–

Yellow  unfolded beam profile–
LHCb preliminary

X

Y

X



  

Size of  luminous region

Strong constraint on 
overlap integral

Lumi ∝
1

21x
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Two colliding bunches

LHCb preliminary
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Cross check

beam−beam
2 =

1
22

2

1
22

2

regardless of beam
separation

Beam 2

Beam 1

Measured

Predicted

One sigma ellipses:

  Blue - beam 1
  Red - beam 2

beam-beam: 

  Purple - measured
  Light  - predicted

Before van der Meer beam alignment

After alignment

Two colliding
bunches



  

Beam intensit ies
Measured by two LHC accelerator systems:

1) fast:     charge sharing between bunches
2) slow : reliable absolute normalization“ ”

Ultimate design accuracy 1% per beam.
During Dec. commissioning '12% error in luminosity.

“Slow  system designed for higher currents than in Dec.”
Fast - not fully calibrated

One day of operation, slow  system“ ”

Fast system, individual 
bunches during one run.

Different lifetimes



  

Putting results  together

f = 11.25 kHz

             ,  integrated intensity product (§12%)

            ,  overlap integral: uncertainty due to width            (§5% in best runs)

                                     due to beam offset (not head-on) (§3% in best runs)

Corrections

                - crossing angle: 0.90  0.92                           –   (§1%)

                - mismatch in beam phases: 0.95 only in one run (§5%)

                - current outside bunches: 0.99                         (§1%)

                                  Total error §15%

∫ Ldt=f×∫N 1 N 2dt× ∑
bunches

A−1
×

1
crossing

×
1

phase
×

1
debunching

∫N 1 N 2dt

crossing

∑
bunches

A−1

phase

debunching



  

Time stabi l ity
“Visible  cross section (after trigger and recon. eff.):”

 before beam alignment, with 16+1 bunches, two LHC fills with alignment

Low statistics

Best runs

Without
uncertainty in

beam intensities

Ratio



  

Cross check: van der  Meer separation scan

Beam separation
in X, Y versus time

Luminosity change 
determines X,Y widths

LHCb preliminary

¾
X , Y

agree with fit results



  

#Vert.#Evs #Vert.Run

Final results

Luminosity for all runs is calculated by counting beam-beam vertexes and 

by comparing to the best running period .“ ”

Second fill, best precision, 
used for final result

beam2-gas trigger not 
yet commissioned

before van der Meer scan
scan

beams aligned, first fill

16+1 bunches, low stat.

LHCb preliminary



  

Conclusions

1. Final result:  6.8 § 1.0 ¹b- 1

 

2. Open VELO precision was worse than nominal. In 2010

    narrow 3.5 GeV beams will allow to close VELO and

    improve precision.

3. Current '15% error is dominated by beam intensities.

   Expected luminosity precision in 2010: §5% 



  

Backup 
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Time stabi l ity
Event rate versus LHC current product in 5 min intervals for two crossings 

(blue/red). No correction for beam shape changes (low stat.)

Ratio



  

Cross check:  van der  Meer scan + crossing angle
In reference frame moving with beams along X: collision 
of two inclined ellipses.
Equivalent to collision of their centers = red lines.

Beam shift in X moves intersection in Z according to 
®+¯, dominated by ¯ (¯/® ' 5).

)  ±X/±Z measures ¯   and ¾
x
/¾

z  
) cross check ¾

x
 

(VELO res. in Z '1 mm ¿ ¾
z
)

 , tan =
X

2

Z
2

1
tan



X
Lumi

≃Z
IP  X

Z


Fit results, change in time

®+¯ slope
Luminosity 

change

Agreement in  ¾
X
 

from diff. methods

LHCb preliminary

LHCb preliminary


